
Speech, Language and Communication Needs (SLCN) in the Secondary school 
 
 
b) Memory  
 
Characteristics/what the child/young person needs to do 
 
Short term memory 
Hold information  
Filter important information 
Process information-20 seconds period 
Therefore attention and listening key factors  as well as language comprehension 
 
Long term memory 
Retrieve stored information, for example: vocabulary, concepts, processes, sequences 
This involves storing information effectively- therefore information needs to be 
understood/organised in first instance 
 
Working memory 
To transfer information from short to long term memory it must be used and meaningful 
It needs to be reviewed regularly to do this 
 
Auditory memory 
By 11 years plus children usually should be able to silently name( for example sound out words), 
rehearse, chunk and group information  
By 11 years plus children can usually remember a sequence of 6-7 digits and recall a sentence of 
at least 6-7 words 
Therefore they should  be able to copy a sentence or take a dictation of a sentence and 
remember the sentence that they would want to write 
They should also be able to self-select strategies that will help them to remember information- 
for example repeat over and over again , chunk, group, mnemonics, write it down  
 
Possible skills affected/ difficulties noted 
Remember  information presented verbally e.g. 
Retain instructions in spite of appearing to attend and listen. May only remember first or last 
part of an instruction. 
Recalling events and a series of information 
Retaining maths facts, e.g. multiplication tables 
Misinterpreting tasks or jumping to the wrong conclusion and therefore responses might be 
inappropriate or tangential. 
Reliably take a message 
Following directions 
Record homework accurately 
Remember sentence  or sequence of events to write a sentence or say what happened 
May become “lost” in the middle of a task 
Remember to bring equipment to lessons 
Conversational skills- loses track of conversation or tends to repeat  
Copy from the board accurately 



 
 
 
Strategies  
Whole school  
Whole school memory / study skills tips in planners 
Study skills sessions  
See student’s skills checklist on page 42 of “Language for Learning” 
Staff informed of particular students with memory needs 
To know that whilst one can improve memory efficiency by 11 years it is difficult to alter the 
amount of information a child/young person one can retain and therefore it is important to use 
supporting strategies and help the student find strategies that are most suitable for them 
Develop use of home – school link book/planners 
Provide information for parents about how they can support their child with memory problems. 
Develop use of visual timetables and task management boards across the school/subjects in 
conjunction with Learning Support Department 
 
 General  
Support spoken language with visual aids: real objects, pictures, gesture, mime, demonstration 
Use plain English, simplify language, speak slowly 
Allow additional thinking time to process information (10 second rule) 
 
Teacher 
Make sure that students are ready to listen 
Provide  additional thinking time( mentally count 10 seconds) and then consider if you need to 
repeat 
Check that the student has understood and encourage him to repeat 
Encourage students to ask for repetition and/or seek clarification in an appropriate way 
Make sure it is clear that students know: What they are learning? Why they are learning it? How 
will it help and how can he use the information? 
Introduce/check understanding of key words/vocabulary 
Reinforce spoken language with objects, pictures, sequence of pictures, videos, demonstrations 
Provide active learning opportunities - make the student use the information 
Then further support correct storage of the information by, for example, using a mind map 
Have breaks between activities. Summarise at the end of each part of the lesson and summarise 
key points again at the end of the lesson 
Make sure that homework is given earlier on in the lesson and time is given to recording of this 
Students tend to remember information given at the beginning or end of a lesson. 
Encourage students to use memory strategies 
Give instructions in the order in which they are required 
Create mind maps on the board, use wall displays of mind maps and show where the particular 
lesson or part of the lesson fits into the scheme. 
Encourage students to use task management boards, provide power points to annotate, 
encourage note-taking 
Support staff  
Support teacher for above and perhaps also consider 
Use and teach use of visual timetables, action plans, task organiser sheets, note-taking formats, 
bubble maps and mind maps 



Provide prompt cards, for example personal information, spellings, tables 
Provide opportunities to practice recalling information, e.g. multiplication tables, months of year 
Help students in learning ways of remembering/strategies to support memory weaknesses: 
write it , teach and support visualization techniques for example associate the information with 
something that looks similar or  a story map , associating sounds (sounds like), using 
mnemonics,  make up a rap or jingle explain to a partner, use the information to solve a 
problem, 
Help the student record/evaluate helpful strategies 
Record this information and share with other staff and parents 
Scaffold student to take a verbal message - teach rehearsal strategies and how to chunk 
information in order to retain it 
Use audio and other alternative recording devices to support listening memory weaknesses 
Support recording of homework tasks and when homework should be handed in 
In conjunction with teacher make notes/support recording of information especially if he is 
dictating or copying down information activities. It is better that key ideas are discussed and 
understanding checked than copying down information as an activity in itself. 
Support narrative/recall using question words (see Key stage 3 Narrative Therapy programme - 
published by Black Sheep Press). 
 
 Student 
Ask for repetition and seek clarification 
Identify and discuss problems with an adult  
Trial and Self-evaluate which strategies help you to remember 
Discuss helpful strategies with key worker 
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